1. ESOPs vs full cooperatives: bridge or barrier? (Elsa, Yotaro, Jiaqi)

2. Cooperatives & Risk. (Laura)

3. Mechanisms through which cooperatives enhance collaboration, cooperation, innovation among workers. (Tatiana, Michael, Dmytro)

4. Issue of identity and values of cooperative members: can these be forged by the cooperative? Importance of normative homogeneity. What are the mechanisms? (Karem, Taylor, Dmytro)

5. How can Cooperatives address social problems like globalization? (Elsa, Tatiana)

6. Cooperatives & Social transformation:
   - Is it realistic for cooperatives to be a vehicle for system-transformation? Doesn’t functioning within a market ultimately limit the transformation? (Madi, Emanuel)
   - Does focus of cooperatives on internal organization limit possibilities of broader system transformation (Alisa)

7. Cooperatives and nonclass inequalities (Jake)